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Economic Outlook / real Estate

Strong Headwinds from Europe and Asia Cause
the U.S. Economy to Lose Further Steam
In the wake of weakening global economic activity and
disappointing news throughout the mature and emerging economies, the U.S. economic growth has slowed
further in the 3rd quarter. In addition to fragile consumer spending and ongoing austerity measures by state
and local governments, the Federal government will
likely have to reduce spending as well. Another drag on
the economy is the uncertainty about where the U.S. is
heading after the November 6, 2012 presidential election. Domestic and foreign investors keep their powder
dry with a wait-and-see approach regarding significant
issues like future taxes and spending. The housing
market shows some positive signs but its deeply rooted
problems will take time and any significant near-term
contribution to overall economic growth is unlikely.
Businesses are holding back on investments and focus
on keeping labor costs low by squeezing more productivity gains out of existing employees and cutting their
work force rather than hiring additional workers. As a
result, the official unemployment rate remains north of
8% (12.5 million) and 15% (22.8 million) if adjusted for
temporary employment of those who are not satisfactorily employed. An additional measurement of the job
market is the employment/population ratio. In August
2012 the ratio was 58.3 versus 62.8 in August 2007.
The duration of high unemployment in the U.S. is unusual and the increasing share of long-term unemployed
is unprecedented and worrisome.
To further stimulate the economy and support job
growth, the Federal Reserve (Fed) announced a third
round of quantitative easing (QE3) on September 13,
2012. QE3 includes a plan to purchase US$ 40 billion
of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) per month, and
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extends the period in which short-term rates (federal
funds rate) will remain at near zero at least through
mid-2015. However, unlike QE1 and QE2 the Fed
committed to open-ended bond purchases until and
beyond the recovery is firmly established. Essentially
the Fed is following the lead of the European Central
Bank (ECB) which announced a week earlier to print
money and keep buying unlimited amounts of peripheral country bonds.
What are the reasons for this decision and what is the
Fed hoping to achieve with QE3? Normally, in a recession, the Fed reduces short-term interest rates to encourage lending and spending. However, interest rates
are already at historical lows and cannot be reduced
any further. Therefore, the Fed considers quantitative
easing, essentially printing U.S. dollars to buy longterm Treasuries or MBS from commercial banks and
other institutions. This action has two effects. First,
it injects more money into banks and in theory allows
them to increase lending. Second, it lowers long-term
interests further by buying long-term Treasuries or
MBS and incentivizes investors to invest in riskier
assets with higher returns. However, the real question is how theory will play out in real life in Europe
and in the U.S. and whether other factors and strategies should have been considered to ensure long-term
growth and prosperity.

Why the Increased Interest in Real Estate in
North America?
Since the beginning of the European debt and financial crisis in 2010 politicians have been trying to find
sustainable solutions to prevent the imminent bankruptcy of countries that are members of the European
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Monetary Union (EMU). Rescue packages and safety
nets were created to stabilize troubled EMU countries
and to stem contagion to other member countries in
the South of Europe. However, the sluggish political
decision making processes could not keep pace with
the rapid developments in the capital markets. The
European Central Bank (ECB) had to step in with an
increasingly expansive monetary policy to buy time for
political decision making processes and compromises.
Overall, the last two years revealed huge structural
challenges in the Eurozone that led to increased loss of
confidence in the stability of the EMU. This also puts
in jeopardy the Euro as the common currency or its
survival as a hard currency. It is clear for all market
participants that the Eurozone is facing substantial
changes which create major uncertainties. Two possible scenarios clearly emerged: Either there will be collective liability for the total debt of all EMU members or
the Eurozone will break apart into two zones (“North
and South-Euro”). However, the creation of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) substantially reduced the likelihood of a bankruptcy of any of the member
states and the breakup of the EMU. Consequently, at
the moment the EMU is gradually heading towards a
union of joint liability.
Given this situation many successful family business
owners and high net worth individuals face the challenge of protecting their private assets and preserving
them best for future generations. There is a tendency
to invest in products that are easy to understand and
to avoid complicated financial engineered creations.
Simultaneously, interest in topics like asset protection, currency diversification, inflation and real assets
is continuously increasing. In this context real estate
in North America – especially in the U.S. – is rising

in the favor of German-speaking investors intending
to decouple at least a part of their real assets from the
ongoing development in Europe.

What is the Situation in the U.S. Housing Market
and When Will It Finally Stabilize?
One of the first things many German-speaking investors think about when they start considering U.S. real
estate is the housing market. Since 2007 the media
has reported extensively about plummeting values of
single family homes, underwater loans and families
that are losing their houses through foreclosures. During the last two years several newspaper articles have
been published about the housing market hitting bottom and an upcoming recovery, but so far this turnaround has not yet happened. During the first half of
2012 home prices posted their strongest gains in six
years and immediately the impatient question came up
whether the recovery is finally beginning.
But where does the increase in home prices come from?
From an economic point of view prices increase if there
is more demand (buyers) than supply (sellers) for a product. Indeed there are new buyers on the market and
therefore more demand. This is particularly true for
states like Arizona, California, and Florida but also for
cities like Atlanta. In those places way too many houses were built for speculation during the boom and the
price corrections were correspondingly steep. Fresh
capital is entering these markets to snap up houses at
low prices. However, these houses will not be owneroccupied in those markets but instead converted into
rentals competing with multifamily properties for an
increasing clientele: More than one million American
families became new renters after losing their homes
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in foreclosure and their numbers are still rising. Their
financial situations as well as credit histories prevent
them for an extended period of time or permanently
to participate in the housing market. Maintenance
and management of rented single family homes is costintensive and challenging for investors because there
are much less synergies than with traditional multifamily properties. As a result, this strategy works
only in markets where housing prices declined so much
that investors can make attractive returns despite higher costs. Therefore, these new buyers cannot cause
the entire nation-wide housing market to post gains.
Likewise, given the high unemployment and sluggish
economy the increase in prices cannot singularly be
explained with the exceptionally strong demand from
first-time buyers entering the market.
A closer look reveals that the surge in home prices is
not caused mainly by demand but rather by supply.
The inventory of existing homes decreased substantially.
There are primarily three reasons:
a) Little New Construction
For a couple of years, home builders have struggled to compete on price with foreclosed properties,
which have prices often substantially below construction costs. This resulted in home builders adding little new supply to the housing market.
b) Slowed Pace of Foreclosure Process
After becoming public in 2010 that large banks
and lenders used so-called robo-signing practices,
the foreclosure process slowed down significantly.
The term robo-signing was formed when news confirmed that employees of certain institutions were
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signing court affidavits for foreclosures without
reading the content of the documents let alone verifying the accuracy of the underlying information.
According to court depositions forged signatures
(for example person X signing as person Y) and false notarizations were common practice. In March
of 2012 the five largest lenders (Wells Fargo, Bank
of America, Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase und Ally
Financial/GMAC) reached a US$25 billion settlement with the U.S. government and committed
to meet certain mortgage-service practices which
have been lined-out in a 42-page directive.
c) Low Interest Rates
Historically low interest rates of course helped the
housing market by directly relieving mortgagees
with adjustable-rate mortgages and giving those
with fixed-rate mortgages the general possibility
to refinance. This reduces the interest burden and
lowers mortgage defaults.
However, low interest rates only help to a certain degree. Refinancing without additional equity requires
the market value of the property times the loan-to-value (LTV) to cover the remaining loan balance. This
is a problem given the significant decreases in values
of single family homes. Another challenge is that the
financial situations of many families changed over the
years due to high unemployment. Besides, the motivation of mortgagees who financed 95-100% of their houses can prove to be problematic. The less “skin in the
game” the greater the tendency – despite moral concerns – to return the keys to the bank and walk away
from mortgage responsibilities. This way the former
owners unload their non-recourse debt. However, they
will have to live for several years with a credit history
that excludes them from any new debt. Alternatively,
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owners with underwater loans have generally three
options: a) loan modification, b) short sale, and c) foreclosure.
A huge uncertainty for many investors is the “shadow
inventory”, which exists along with the inventory of
existing homes on the market. There are several definitions for the term “shadow inventory”. Standard &
Poor’s defines this yet-to-be absorbed “shadow inventory” of distressed properties as outstanding properties
whose borrowers are (or recently were) 90 days or more
delinquent on their mortgage payments, properties
currently or recently in foreclosure, or properties that
are real estate owned (REO). Even though it looks as
if this additional inventory will not be dumped on the
market which would trigger steep price declines, it will
probably put a ceiling on further appreciation of home
values.
In conclusion, more buyers are hunting less product
and prices react with an increase. The conversion of
owner-occupied single family houses into rentals helps
to reduce the large overhang of inventory. However,
the extent and the complexity of the situation in the
housing market makes it clear that – despite increasingly positive signs – there will not be a quick solution
and that the housing market recovery will not occur
evenly throughout the U.S. In some states it will be
quicker and in others it will not happen for several years. Among other things, critical factors will be the
number of homes in the foreclosure process and the unemployment rate.

The U.S. Commercial Real Estate Market
The first wave of investments, since the official June

2009 end of the Great Recession, in the U.S commercial
real estate market is in its final lap. Low interest rates combined with the expansive monetary policy of the
Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) drove massive amounts of
capital into riskier assets and a portion went into real
estate as a safe haven. Upon closer examination it is
obvious that these investments did not spread evenly over the entire real estate market but instead there
were clear preferences regarding geography and sector.
In the U.S. commercial real estate market, foreign investor money went almost exclusively into the office
and multifamily sectors in primary markets, while domestic investors participated in the multifamily sector
in secondary and tertiary markets in addition to primary markets. Furthermore, there were to a certain
extent investments in industrial and selectively in certain retail properties (high-street and necessity retail).
The top five property markets are Boston, New York,
Washington, D.C., San Francisco and Los Angeles. Additional top markets include Chicago, Atlanta, Miami,
Houston, Dallas, and Seattle. Overall investment activities concentrated mainly in the before mentioned
metropolitan areas and even within those there is a
clear emphasis on the 24-hour gateway cities. The remaining real estate market has – generally speaking
– been excluded from this first wave of investments.
Investors are flocking towards “secure” investments in
core and core-plus properties.
What do the terms core and core-plus mean and what
has an investor to consider with these properties?
With U.S. real estate you differentiate generally two
investment strategies: 1) core and 2) non-core. Within
each of those strategies you differentiate between two
sub-categories: a) core and core-plus as well as b) opportunistic and value-added. The characteristics of
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core and core-plus are identical except for a higher leverage with core-plus. Value-added is less risky and
opportunistic a more aggressive investment strategy.
Overall the return increases from core to non-core but
also the inherent risk. Core investments are typically
top properties with a constant cash-flow like class A
office, industrial, retail and multifamily.
What do investors have to consider when entering the
U.S. commercial real estate market right now? More
than three years after the end of the Great Recession
the U.S. economic recovery is still weak. Continuously
strong demand drives supply for core product to become
very short and there is very little new construction. In
the absence of investment alternatives huge amounts
of fresh capital are entering the top markets in search
of safe havens and yield.
This situation has not been without impact on the price
of core properties. The strong decline in interest rates
coupled with cap rate compression increased market
valuations for core properties in desirable primary mar-

kets to pre-crash levels. Individual investors compete
for properties not only with other individual investors
but also with domestic and foreign investment funds
and pension funds (deep pockets) and need to have a
very disciplined approach in order to avoid overpaying
for these properties.
In this context it is important to point out three topics:
a) Share of Income on Total Return for Core
Properties
The occupancy rates of core real estate are at or
above market at market rent levels. Core investments have tenants who posses strong credit scores
and lease maturities structured to expire unevenly reducing the likelihood of large interruptions in
cash-flow. The combination of high occupancy rates and few annual leases terminating, is the basis
for cash-flow stability for core properties. However, the prospects for future increases in rent are
modest.

Appendix 1:

Projected Return Characteristics (Leveraged)
Investment
Strategy

Total Return

Increase in Value

Leverage

Income

Value Driver

Appreciation

Core
Core

7-9%

30-40%

70-80%

20-30%

Income

Core-Plus

10-12%

40-50%

60-70%

30-40%

Mainly Income

Value-Added

13-16%

55-65%

30-40%

60-70%

Mainly Appreciation

Opportunistic

>16%

65-75%

10-20%

80-90%

Appreciation

Non-Core
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The increase in property values during the past few
years due to historically low interest rates which
resulted in compressed cap rates is not a customary source of return for core investors. Normally income is the largest value driver for investment returns of core properties (see Appendix 1). Because
income represents such a great share of the increase in value, the potential gain and the prospective
total return (return = income plus capital gains /
invested capital) it is critical not to overpay for a
core investment. When purchasing core properties
at today’s valuations investors must consider that
interest rates will rise at one point and the concomitant cap rate decompression will decrease property values. Any resulting decrease in value will
need to be compensated through higher income.
b) Relation of Acquisition Price to Replacement Cost
Furthermore, the acquisition price of core properties usually should not exceed replacement cost.
Otherwise, other investors could bring new properties on the market to compete with existing core investment properties for tenants and substantially
reduce the opportunity to realize increases in value
in the immediate future. Of course in some markets like Manhattan and San Francisco natural
barriers to entry cause limited supply but financial
metrics will still apply and it is the investor’s task
to evaluate and factor in these conditions.
c) Do Cap Rates Leave Enough Room for Future Refinancing?
When financing real estate today investors need
to consider loan maturities carefully. Despite the
Fed’s announcement that it will keep interest rates low until at least mid 2015, prudent investors

should consider interest rate hikes in the medium
to long term. For example, if investors purchase
core properties today with cap rates of four percent
they need to determine whether these properties
can shoulder refinancing in ten years at interest
rates of six percent. Remember: Cap rates (cap
rate = net operating income (NOI) / price) do not
include financing, depreciation or capital improvements.
Investors with long-term investment horizons
could think about securing today’s low interest rates for longer terms. This strategy works if they
are willing to wait longer for possible advantages
from refinancing at increased property valuations
which includes a potential distribution of their invested capital.
Conclusion
If a bubble does not already exist, further development
needs to be carefully monitored. Even though comparisons to other types of investments are often problematic, perhaps the situation can be compared best with
the development of the Apple stock: A great product
but after a stellar stock price performance in the past
investors need to consider whether a purchase at this
point of time is still favorable. The situation is similar
with core properties in primary markets: Prices are already at pre-crash levels and cap rates extremely low.
The question is whether these investments provide the
most attractive risk-adjusted returns for individual investors.
In light of steep prices for core real estate, investors
will increasingly look at non-core properties and their
interest in secondary markets will rise. However, in
the coming second wave of investments more caution
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will be required. Capital is being pushed into higher
risk to generate more returns. The pitfalls for successful investments will increase and particularly foreign
investors will need additional local know-how to separate the wheat from the chaff.

Correlation of Conflicting Factors for Direct Investments in U.S. Commercial Real Estate
Appendix 2 shows the state of the U.S. commercial real
estate market, the requirements of wealthy individual
investors and economic considerations. The question
for individual investors is how to reconcile the market
situation and their own requirements with the economic considerations including the correlation of the five
conflicting factors consisting of a) invested capital, b)
service, c) control/decision making, d) costs and e) return. There is no one perfect answer. Instead each investor has individual ideas and personal circumstances
that require careful consideration. Generally, there
are several upfront deliberations and planning necessary, which fall into three categories:
1st Step: Asset Allocation
• How much of the total assets should be invested outside the Eurozone in U.S. dollars?
• How much should be invested in real estate?
2nd Step: Investment Goals & Investment
Criteria
• What are the requirements for investments? (Return expectations, risk profile,
debt or equity investment, leverage, investment period)
• How can legal aspects including potential
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•

•

liability risks be clarified?
What tax consequences have to be considered? How to coordinate income and estate
tax planning to optimize the after-tax return?
How can the individual investor‘s correlation of the five conflicting factors be determined?

3rd Step: Investment & Management
• How to uncover suitable investments?
• Which local partners/advisors to choose?
How to locate objective and unbiased advice
if local market knowledge is required? Who
has investment and management experience?
• Who can advise me to structure the deal
while protecting my economic interests?
• How can I ensure control and avoid the investment from “creating a life of its own”
despite my physical distance?
• Is the U.S. team compatible with my existing team in Europe? (Expertise, language,
culture)

State-of-the-Art Management of Direct Investments in North America
Experience shows that individual investors from Austria, Germany and Switzerland who want to invest in
North America are professionally positioned and well
connected in Europe. These investors have existing
tax consultants, attorneys, asset or wealth managers
and family offices that guard their world-wide assets.
However, experienced advisors in Europe understand
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Appendix 2:

Correlation of Conflicting Factors for Investors
The State of the U.S. Commercial Real Estate Market

Requirements of
Wealthy Investors

Domestic and foreign investors are
chasing returns.

More transparency and attention
(service)

Attractive investments move quickly.

Individual investments or club deals
with a small number of co-investors.

Fast decision making requires from
investors upfront considerations and
planning.
The sweet spot is between US$5US$25MM.
Size is too small for institutional investors (deep pockets) but too large for
many individual investors.

Low tendency towards funds. Investments on deal-by-deal basis vs. blind
pool.
More control

Minimum size
Direct investments require a certain minimum investment otherwise the cost will eat
up the returns.
Cash is king
Financing needs to be in place. Otherwise
higher risk for seller and investors will not
get the deal or pay a higher price.
Correlation of conflicting factors including

No passive financial backer/investor
without decision making rights; better
balance of interests with sponsor.
Active participation in investment
decisions.

that the clocks in the U.S. and Canada tick differently
and that their clients will need additional know-how
for direct investments. These North American countries have different legal and tax systems and there are
various pitfalls on the path to economically successful
investments. After close examination, many investors
realize for example that the U.S. – a country more than
twice the size of the European Union (EU) and 27 ½
times the size of Germany – does not have a homogeneous real estate market but instead the market is divided into several regional markets and within those is
separated further into several sub-markets. As in Europe where few specialists can provide precise comparisons of the real estate markets in France, Spain and

Economic Considerations

a) invested capital,
b) service,
c) control/decision making,
d) costs and
e) return.

England, in the U.S. few specialists can provide clear
evaluations for Texas, Florida and New York markets.
In general, the difficulty for German-speaking investors and their advisors in Europe is gathering objective
information from independent advisors at site in the
U.S. and Canada. They need an independent local person of trust leading a team who takes care of their affairs. Someone who understands both sides professionally and culturally, can communicate differences and
expectations bilingual, recognizes red flags and can – if
necessary – access additional external experts. Someone who can build a bridge between different worlds.
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This task cannot be covered by real estate private equity firms because they lack the natural alignment of interest.
The New York Family Office exactly addresses this
market niche. It is a multi-family office specialized in
providing qualified professional services to assist German-speaking families and family offices with their direct investments in North America (see Appendix 3).
The New York Family Office is not a real estate private equity firm but a lean and independent consulting
and management company. It serves its clients as an
extended arm and interdisciplinary platform for all activities in Canada and the U.S. We work collegially
with our clients’ existing advisers to provide interdisciplinary services as our clients’ central point of contact
for investments in North America.
Our clients expect highly qualified services comparable to their corresponding consulting and management
structures in Europe with moderate overhead costs. If
necessary, we enable access to a network of external
specialists and present a unique team tailored to individual clients’ requirements. Independence and alignment of interest are not just hollow phrases but ensured through our transparent compensation structure.
In addition to a team leader with a highly qualified
education in Germany and the U.S. (see Appendix 4),
our professional real estate team consists of three associated partners with many years of experience (see
Appendix 5). If necessary, we can access the services
of a pool of external experts to complement our team in
special tasks. Our team’s optional real estate services
(see Appendix 6) include:
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•
•
•

Consulting
Investments
Asset Management

In the beginning of every long-term relationship we
schedule a personal meeting to gauge our clients’ individual goals, desires and needs. Based on these we
tailor personalized services to help our clients reach
their objectives. Upon request we guide our clients
through the entire investment cycle. However, there
are cases in which clients do not want to use all of our
services but instead look for an independent advisor for
specific issues, à la carte, in addition to their own local
in-house capacities. Of course we are happy to assist in
these cases with our services as well.
Existing Investments in U.S. Real Estate from
Before 2007
During the last real estate boom some investors acquired properties located in secondary and tertiary markets, which have been excluded from the first wave of
investments. Often these investors had difficult negotiations with mortgagors during the past years and
were forced to inject additional equity to prevent the
total loss of their investments. Today, property values
of these assets are still very low. If the assets are not
considered top products in desirable locations but commodity properties, their values may continue to be depressed for a while. Before market dynamics change,
economic conditions and especially unemployment rates need to improve substantially.
Investors seeking a second opinion and fresh perspectives regarding their investments and potential strategies from an independent source are welcome to contact us at The New York Family Office.
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Appendix 3:

Central Point of Contact and Interdisciplinary Platform
Wealthy Individuals or Family Offices
in Austria, Germany and Switzerland

The New York Family Office

Have existing advisors and professionals: Tax consultants,
attorneys, asset & wealth managers, family offices.

Local person of trust with a highly qualified education in
Germany and the U.S. Independent consulting and management company that works alongside clients‘ existing
advisors and “speaks their professional language“.

Take care of the worldwide assets and the asset allocation.

Extended arm and interdisciplinary platform for all activities in North America.

Professionally well positioned and connected in Europe; need
additional know-how for direct investments in North America.

Central point of contact bridging different worlds (familiarity with language, culture and professional differences).

Occasionally, investors are hesitant to include external service providers from fear that it might ruin the
working relationship with existing asset and property
managers. They may even be concerned that this may
be interpreted as a sign of distrust and will result in
tensions between the parties. Based on our experiences most asset and property managers are reticent in
the beginning and approach our advisory team with
caution and skepticism. However, based on our professional approach they come to realize quickly that we
are an added asset to our clients. As a result, we have
developed symbiotic relationships with these existing
asset and property managers. In our common goal to
keep investments successful or get them back on track
it is clear that the client is the winner.

Framework for Direct Investments in Canadian
Real Estate
Many foreign investors consider the Canadian real es-

tate market the most stable in North America. The interest in Canada has increased significantly since 2009
because it is perceived to be one of the few safe harbors
for capital in these tough financial times. There are
mainly four reasons mentioned: a) relatively low fiscal
debt (in 2012 approx. 85% of GDP), b) healthy financial and banking system characterized by conservative
lending, c) enforceable legal system that protects property rights, and d) wealth of natural resources of the
country. According to Bloomberg between 2009 and
2011 Canada received net capital flows of $326 billion
– more than in the past 15 years combined – and the
Canadian dollar appreciated 38% versus the U.S. dollar between March 2009 and July 2011.
For real estate investments in Canada different topics
and strategies than in the U.S. are important. The
marketplace is much smaller and large institutional
investors like pension funds and real estate investment trusts (REITs) own the largest properties in the
commercial real estate market. Generally, in Canada
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Appendix 4:

Team Leader with a Highly Qualified Education in Germany and the U.S.
Professional Experience:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13 years (1999-2012)
The New York Family Office, New York
„Project Pathway“, New York (Real Estate Start-Up)
Real Capital LLC, New York (Real Estate Private Equity Fund)
AugustinPartners LLC, New York (U.S. Tax Consulting)
Dr. Grewe & Partner LLP, New York (U.S. Tax Consulting)
Finanzamt Rendsburg, Germany (German Tax Audit)

Education & Qualifications:

•
•
•
•

MBA, NYU Stern School of Business, New York
CPA Exam
Certified Tax Consultant Exam (Steuerberater Exam)
Bachelor of Science, Schleswig-Hostein University of Applied Administrative Sciences, Germany (Verwaltungsfachhochschule)
Dresdner Bank AG in Kiel, Germany (Bankkaufmann)

•

Appendix 5:

Real Estate Team of Three Partners with Many Years of Experience
Specialty:

Advisory & Investments

Professional Experience:

•
•
•
•

Track Record:

•

Completed nearly US$7.5bn of acquisitions, dispositions, financings and fundraising
mandates.

Education & Qualifications:

•
•

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Real Estate, Columbia University
BA, Columbia University

Specialty:

Acquisitions & Asset Management

Professional Experience:

•
•

•

20 years (1993-2012)
Director at RREEF, real estate division of Deutsche Bank AG (> 10 Jahre): Source,
acquire, and manage real estate investments.
Senior Underwriter, Major International Lending Bank: Underwriting of commercial
real estate loans
Senior Analyst, big four accounting firm: Real estate appraisal & valuation consulting

Track Record:

•

Responsible for over US$3bn of acquisitions and asset management assignments.

Education & Qualifications:

•
•

MBA in Finance/Real Estate, Ivy League University
BA, Ivy League University

•

Specialty:

Investments & Structuring

Professional Experience:

•
•

•

12 years (2000-2012)
Vice President at PB Capital, a subsidiary of Deutsche Postbank AG (3 years): Credit
& portfolio management
Investment Officer at CapitalSource (2 years): Underwriting of commercial real estate
loans
Associate at Tishman Speyer (3 years): Acquisitions & leasing

Track Record:

•

Underwrote, structured, closed and managed US$2bn loan portfolio.

Education & Qualifications:

•
•

MBA in Finance, NYU Stern
BA, Tufts University

•

12

23 years (1990-2012)
Global Head of Real Estate Investments at Deutsche Bank Private Wealth Management (2 years)
Director Acquisitions & Portfolio Management at Deutsche Bank Realty Advisors (2
years)
Boutique real estate firms (investment banking) (17 years): Specialized in raising
private capital for real estate investment managers and developers.
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Appendix 6:

Real Estate Services
Consulting
1) Determining an individual investment strategy and investment profile
•
•
•
•
•

Investment goals and criteria? (Return expectations, risk profile, cash-flow needs, debt/equity investment, leverage,
time horizon/holding period, sector preferences)
What are the individuals‘ conflicting factors of a) invested capital, b) service, c) control/decision making, d) costs and e)
return?
Background information on real estate markets (regional and local submarkets)
Overview and comparison of different geographical markets
Analysis and assessment of market sectors

2) Analysis of different investment opportunities that were presented to investors by third parties (concept,
assumptions, costs, etc.)
•
•
•
•
•

Economic and legal analysis of structurings and contracts (including decision making, etc.)
Advisory and support in negotiations regarding economic terms (equity contribution sponsor/investor, hurdle rate/preferred return, promote/carried interest, split of remaining profit (potentially subject to certain IRR levels), fees (aquisition fee, asset and property management fees), etc.
Check tax and legal aspects; tax planning and tax structuring
Advisory regarding financing (leverage, recourse/non-recourse) & insurance
Real estate appraisal & valuation services

3) Analysis and support for existing investments
•
•

Cost optimization, e.g. check and optimize property insurances (property values) and property taxes.
Concept review: Analysis of the business plan and how it was executed, collection of comparisons, suggestions for improving operations or strategy (repositioning).

Investments
1) Finding interesting properties based on clients‘ individual investment strategies and investment profiles
•
•

Identifying attractive investment opportunities that meet our clients‘ risk/return parameters.
Preparation of an investment summary including market summary, summary of the tenancy, investment strategy for
the property, cash-flow-projection and preliminary valuation.

2) Acquiring real estate assets including securing financing
•
•
•
•
•

As local platform („extended arm“) of our clients we can represent them at site and organize a smooth investment process.
Coordinate the purchase offer and all due diligence including property inspections, market studies and hiring third
party resources (e.g. environmental consultants and legal counsel as well as auditors to review the operating results of
the property). Preperation of an adjusted cash-flow projection based on the due diligence findings.
Purchase contract negotiations for our clients together with legal team.
Coordinate debt sourcing for the property if necessary.
Assist in coordinating the closing of the acquisition.

Asset Management
1) Controlling (“Following the money trail“)
•
•

Separate property management and asset management (additional layer of control).
Supervision of property management.

2) Quarterly or annual review reports
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of annual business plan and budget
Market assessment
Lease negotiation
Oversight of construction improvements (CI) and tenant improvements (TI)
Capital expenditure strategies
Financing & refinancing
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there are much more long-term strategies of buy-andhold compared to the U.S. which has partially to do
with different tax rules. In the U.S. the seller - after
fulfilling certain requirements - has the possibility to
transfer the basis from the old to the new property
without realizing a taxable gain (like-kind-exchange
under Sec. 1031 IRC), while Canada has no such rule.
The economically important tax deferral effect for reinvestments does not exist. In the Canadian real estate
market it is problematic to find high quality assets for
sale. There is a strong imbalance between supply and
demand, which causes a very short response time once
an attractive investment opportunity is sourced.
Two other aspects have to be considered by foreign investors making direct investments in Canada:
a) Estate Tax Planning
The lack of a Canadian estate tax does not mean
that the effects should not be carefully considered.
Instead of an estate tax, once a person has deceased, the Canadian tax code considers all capital
property rights disposed (deemed disposition) and
potential capital gains taxes (CGT) owed. For German residents this would result in a double taxation for assets that are also taxable under German
estate tax laws. Canada and Germany currently
have an income tax treaty but no estate tax treaty. In its ruling as of April 26, 1995 the German
Federal Court of Finance (BFH) decided that the
Canadian CGT cannot be deducted as a foreign tax
credit for purposes of the German inheritance tax
but instead is only deductible as a liability. A deduction of the Canadian CGT as a foreign tax credit
for German income tax purposes is not allowed as
well, since such deemed dispositions are not taxable under the German income tax code.
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b) Potential Restrictions for the Acquisition
of Farmland
Given the strong interest of German-speaking investors in real assets it is worth mentioning that
some Canadian provinces restrict the acquisition
of farmland by foreigners. This is true for example
for the provinces of the Canadian prairie (Alberta,
Saskatchewan und Manitoba). Legal structures
that nonetheless allow foreign investors to economically participate in farmland need to be verified
with the individual interests and investment criteria of the investors.
With all direct investments abroad it is critical to analyze the local specifics and developments and to include these in the individual investment strategy. Canada has a total area of 9,984,670 square kilometers or
3,855,172 square miles, is the second largest country
on earth and had in 2011 a population of approx. 34.5
million. Thereby, Canada’s size is 1% larger than the
U.S. (including Alaska) and approx. 28 times the size
of Germany. At the same time, Canada’s population
is only 11% of the U.S. population and approx. 42% of
Germany’s. Canada is considered to be a social market economy and consists of 13 provinces and territories. The share of the primary economic sector of the
gross domestic product (GDP) is relatively high which
results among other things from Canada’s wealth of
raw materials and natural resources. Canada’s banking system is healthy and characterized by well-capitalized national banking institutions. In general, the
banking and finance sector is regulated strictly which
is a major reason for the country’s conservative lending policies. Mortgagees need to put down significant
equity to obtain loans and purchase insurance in case
of default. Commercial mortgage backed securities
(CMBS) and other exotic financial structures did not
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gain a substantial foothold in the market which helped
in the financial downturn. By far the largest trading
partner is the U.S. which received in 2011 over 72% of
all Canadian exports and from where Canada received
61% of its imports. Population and GDP in Canada are
largely concentrated in the four provinces Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia and within those
the metropolitan areas of Montreal, Toronto (Greater
Toronto Area (GTA)) and Ottawa, Calgary and Edmonton as well as Vancouver represent a disproportionate
share (see Appendixes 7 and 8).
Currently there are signs that Canadian economic
growth is slowing. The continuously weak U.S. economy, the situation in Europe, and the declining economic development in China limit Canadian exports.
Job growth is slowing down and Canadian consumers
are becoming more cautious. Vigilance is required.
However, the country has a comparatively solid starting position: Companies have strong balance sheets;
the government is not over-indebted and does not need
strict austerity measures like other countries to tackle
budget deficits.

The Canadian Housing Market
Traditionally conservative lending practices and
strict regulation of the banking and investment sectors in Canada prevented overleveraging of personal
households like those in the U.S. However, the substantial interest rate cuts to stimulate the Canadian
economy made conservative fixed-income investments
unattractive and caused distortions in the market. As
a result, private consumption due to “cheap money”
contributed uncharacteristically strongly to the recovery and caused an unparalleled increase in prices in

the Canadian housing market. Household debt in relation to disposable income increased in the first quarter
2012 to a record high of 154.3% and hence exceeded the
debt levels in the U.S. as well as the U.K.
The Canadian housing market threatens to overheat
and the government is trying to deflate pressures from
what appears to be a bubble. Trying to deflate the
bubble by increasing interest rates creates a dilemma
because it would stall the economic recovery. On the
other hand, keeping interest rates low tempts personal
households to take on more debt and helps to support
further increases in real estate prices. As a compromise, the Canadian Finance Minister tightened the mortgage rules for the fourth time in six years to reduce
debt financing for mortgagees. Among other things he
a) shortened the amortization period for governmentinsured mortgages from 30 to 25 years, b) lowered the
loan-to-value (LTV) for refinancing from 85% to 80%
and c) limited the maximum purchase price for homes
eligible for government-backed mortgage insurance to
one million Canadian dollars. Initial reactions to the
tightened mortgage rules were a decline in existing
homes sales and smaller increases in home prices. It
remains to be seen whether these recent measures are
enough to cool the overheating housing market or whether interest rate hikes will ultimately be necessary.
It should be noted that due to conservative Canadian
lending rules tremendous market corrections, such as
those in the U.S. are not expected. Instead, comparatively moderate declines in prices are anticipated particularly for the following reasons:
a) Homeowner Equity
Canadian homeowners face higher capital requirements than those in the U.S. They need to contri-
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bute more equity in addition to purchasing credit
default insurance to be eligible for mortgages.

to 1997 and then increased from 1998 to 2011 to
more than 10%.

b) Personal Liability of Mortgagees
In contrast to the U.S., mortgage liabilities for
housing in Canada are not limited to the underlying real estate. Homeowners are liable and mortgagors will go after their other assets. They cannot
simply return the keys to the bank and walk away,
which results in fewer foreclosures.

d) Less Subprime Mortgages
Even during the boom Canada had only a small
quantity of subprime mortgages. In 2006 just
about five percent of all mortgages were subprime
in Canada compared to 23% in the U.S.
e) Zoning and Development Restrictions
Significantly stricter zoning and development rules
than in many parts of the U.S. make new developments more difficult in Canada.

c) Mortgage Delinquency Rates
Mortgage delinquency rates in Canada were less
than one percent from 1991 to 2011. In the U.S.
they were between two to three percent from 1991

Appendix 7:

Canadian Population and GDP
Population
2011
Canada

34,482,800

100.00%

120%

115%

109%

Quebec

7,979,700

23.14%

110%

112%

106%

Ontario

13,373,000

38.78%

117%

124%

110%

Alberta

3,779,400

10.96%

140%

127%

115%

British Columbia

4.573.300

13,26%

123%

117%

111%

GDP in CAD (millions)
2010
Canada

1,624,608

100.00%

Avg. prior
9 years

Avg. prior
5 years

146.62%

118.25%

Quebec

319,348

19.66%

137.87%

117.39%

Ontario

612,494

37.70%

135.00%

113.98%

Alberta

263,537

16.22%

174.21%

90.31%

British Columbia

203,147

12.50%

152.15%

119.73%

Source: Statistics Canada (www.statcan.gc.ca)
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10 years
5 years
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State of the Canadian Condominium Market
The condition of the Canadian condominium market
needs to be monitored closely at least in major metropolitan areas such as Toronto and Vancouver but also in
Montreal. Huge amounts of capital are flowing into the
condo markets of these cities and there are clear signs
of a bubble. Most of the foreign investors entering the
markets are from Asia. These wealthy individuals are
looking for second homes or simply moving money out
of their home countries (flight capital) and “parking” it
in Canadian condos. They are concentrating predominantly on the gateway cities Toronto and Vancouver.
This investment activity is not sustainable in the longterm but as long as the economic situation of these in-

vestors does not deteriorate and they are not seeking
investment alternatives, it will continue. However,
Canadian banks are getting increasingly nervous and
continue to tighten their lending standards for condo
developments (e.g. presale requirements, buyer down
payments). In addition, the Canadian government has
recently expressed concern over the condo market.
Toronto
Toronto is the hottest apartment market in Canada
and its skyline has more cranes than Chicago and New
York City. In 2011 demand was so strong compared
to supply that real estate brokers were spending their
time almost exclusively chasing sellers. The annual
demand for condos from immigration and in-migration

Appendix 8:

Canadian Cities
City
Province

Montreal
Quebec

Toronto
Ontario

Ottawa
Ontario

Calgary
Alberta

Edmonton
Alberta

Vancouver
British
Columbia

Population for
Metropolitan
Area
(2011 census)

3.9MM (second
largest city in
Canada)

5.8MM (international
gateway and
largest city in
Canada)

1.3MM (second largest
city in Ontario)

1.3MM (largest
city in Alberta)

1.2MM (second
largest city in
Alberta)

2.4MM (international
gateway and
Canada‘s third
largest city)

Economy

Industrial activity & production

Finance and
automotive,
industry

Government
jobs

Oil & gas (leader in oil & gas
industry)

Oil & gas

Diversified
economy

Additional
Information

Second largest
French-speaking
city after Paris.
Foreign investors
shy away because of political
turmoil (secession movement).

Canadian
Diversified
economy that capital
dominates
the country‘s
business landscape.

A little more
diversified and
less volatile
than Calgary,
but depends
also largely on
energy sector.

Gateway to the
Asia, Pacific
Rim region including China.

Depends largely on energy
sector & energy
markets; leader
of economic expansion but can
be very volatile
("boom or bust").
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is about 40,000 units.
Vancouver
Due to Vancouver’s geographical proximity to Asia,
capital from this region continuously pours into the
Vancouver housing and condo markets, which leads to
surging prices. Because of its topography – Vancouver
is surrounded by mountains and water – there are natural barriers to entry which support real estate prices.

The Commercial Real Estate Market in Canada
The characteristics of the Canadian commercial real
estate market – steady cash-flows and moderate increases in values with little volatility – are in line with
the investment mentality of many German speaking
investors. Especially in tough times this market has a
particular attraction. However, many investors realize
quickly that finding attractive investment opportunities on their own is not an easy task.
The distinctive features of the commercial real estate market in Canada versus the U.S. are among other
things:
a) Narrow Market with Fewer Players Controlling
a Bigger Portion of the Top-Product
b) Very Long-Term Buy & Hold Strategies
c) Little Distress
d) Little Development
e) Very High Prices
a) Narrow Market with Fewer Players Controlling a Bigger Portion of the Top-Product
The commercial real estate market in Canada is
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relatively small. Compared to that in the U.S.,
the Canadian core real estate is controlled by relatively few large players. For example in downtown Toronto institutional investors own 75% of
the buildings and essentially work in sync to keep
vacancies low.
b) Very Long-Term Buy & Hold Strategies
The market is characterized by very long-term strategies of buy and hold and most of the core real estate is owned for many years by big Canadian institutions. It is rare that large properties are placed
on the market for sale and in those occasions they
are offered at extremely high valuations. Canadian pension funds and real estate investment trusts
(REITs) are satisfied with the steady cash-flows
from their properties and from their point of view it
does not make sense to sell if they already own the
best income-producing office buildings, shopping
centers, etc. This results in few transactions and
low price volatility.
c) Little Distress
In Canada there is comparatively little distress in
commercial real estate. The primary reason is conservative financing based on strict lending criteria.
Generally speaking most commercial markets have
vacancies of 10% or less.
d) Little Development
Strict zoning and development rules, high capital
requirements and conservative construction lending policies permit comparatively little new product to hit the market. In most markets there are
not a lot of new developments for office buildings,
industrial developments such as warehouses are
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held back because of the weak economic situation and in retail there are primarily infill developments tied to condominiums.
e) Very High Prices
The core commercial real estate market in Canada with its low transaction volume has compressed
cap rates back to 2007 levels and top product is
partially priced higher than in the U.S.

and upgraded to core property. It is critical to understand specific local aspects and to receive qualified information. Our team is happy to assist as your independent advisor (see “State-of-the-Art Management of
Direct Investments in North America”).

Canadian Investors Find More Attractive RiskAdjusted Returns in the U.S.
For core real estate Canada is clearly a seller’s versus
a buyer’s market. Domestic and foreign investors looking for long-term real estate investment opportunities are experiencing great difficulties in placing large
amounts of money in this market. Canadian investors
have to make a decision to either accept lower returns
in Canada or chase higher returns abroad. Interestingly, institutional and individual investors from Canada increasingly invest in the U.S. real estate market
because it offers more attractive risk-adjusted returns.

Strategy for Foreign Investors in Canada
Foreign individual investors are having a hard time to
find investment opportunities for core commercial real
estate in Canada. In the housing and condo market
there are increasing signs of cooling. In the current situation the following strategies will generally gain the
most attractive risk-adjusted returns: a) Acquisition of
top product in secondary markets or b) acquisition of B
product in primary markets that can be transformed
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Market & Financial Data

Economic Indicators & U.S. Dollar Foreign-Exchange Rates
Economic Indicators

August
2012

Juni
2012

August
2011

August
2009

August
2007

Employment

96,000

80,000

0 [none]

(216,000)

(4,000)

Unemployment Rate

8.1%

8.2%

9.1%

9.7%

4.6%

Avg. Weekly Hours (Manuf.)

40.5

40.7

40.3

39.8

41.3

Avg. Overtime Hours (Manuf.)

3.2

3.3

3.2

2.9

4.1

Building Permits

801,000

760,000

645,000

616,000

1,321,000

Housing Starts

750,000

754,000

581,000

586,000

1,330,000

Consumer Confidence Index

61.3

62.7

44.5

54.5

105.6

Purchasing Managers Index

49.6

49.7

52.5

53.5

50.9

Other Indicators

August 31
2012

June 29
2012

August 31
2011

August 31
2009

August 31
2007

S&P 500 Index

1,406.58

1,362.16

1,218.89

1,020.62

1,473.99

S&P 500 - Trading Volume (in thousands)

2,938,250

4,590,480

5,267,840

5,004,560

2,731,610

VIX (Volatility Index)

17.47

17.08

31.62

26.01

23.38

Real GDP

2012
Q2

2012
Q1

2011

2009

2007

Real GDP

1.3%

2.0%

1.7%

(3.5%)

1.9%

Inflation

August
2012

June
2012

2011

2009

2007

Inflation

1.7%

1.7%

3.2%

(0.4%)

2.8%

Currency Exchange Rates

August 31
2012

June 30
2012

August 31
2011

August 31
2009

August 31
2007

EUR / USD

1.2531

1.2576

1.4468

1.4298

1.3645

GBP / USD

1.5822

1.5615

1.6349

1.6264

2.0136

CHF / USD

1.0434

1.0466

1.2221

0.9432

0.8317

CAD / USD

1.0089

0.9755

1.0223

0.9157

0.9426

CNY / USD

0.1577

0.1582

0.1569

0.1462

0.1323

JPY / USD

0.0127

0.0126

0.0130

0.0107

0.0086

Note: Some Numbers May Be Updated Due to Revisions of Official Statistics.
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Interest Rates, Real Estate & Taxes
Treasury Yield Curve (in %)

6

08/31/07

4

08/31/09

2

08/31/11
06/29/12

0
1 mo

3 mo

6 mo

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

5 yr

7 yr

10 yr

20 yr

30 yr

08/31/12

Base Rates

October 8, 2012

2 Weeks Ago

One Year Ago

30 Day LIBOR

0.22%

0.24%

0.24%

5 Year

0.67%

0.68%

1.07%

10 Year

1.74%

1.74%

2.09%

10-Year Fixed Rate Ranges
by Asset Class

Max. LTV

Class A

Class B/C

Anchored Retail

70-75%

T + 285

T + 295

Strip Center

65-70%

T + 305

T + 315

Multi Family (Non-Agency)

70-75%

T + 235

T + 240

Multi Family (Agency)

75-80%

T + 210

T + 215

Distribution/Warehouse

65-70%

T + 290

T + 300

R&D/Flex/Industrial

60-65%

T + 305

T + 320

Office

65-75%

T + 275

T + 290

Full Service Hotel

55-65%

T + 335

T + 360

U.S. Treasury

Source: Cushman & Wakefield

Note: T = Interest Rate for 10-Year U.S. Treasury (1.74%)
Source: Cushman & Wakefield (October 8, 2012)

Simplified Presentation of the Most Important U.S. Federal Tax Rates:
Income Tax

10-35%

Long-Term Capital Gains (LTCG)

15%

"Qualified" Dividends

15%

Corporate Tax

15-35%

Gift and Estate Tax

18-35%
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Your Contact in the U.S.
For questions or scheduling meetings, please contact us.
We are looking forward to hearing from you.
The New York Family Office
Telefon: +1 (646) 734 - 4056
Telefax: +1 (646) 355 - 2855
contact@tnyfo.com
www.tnyfo.com
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